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論 文 題 目 Study of Reliable Timing System at KEK Accelerator Complex
My doctor thesis mainly focuses on the reliability enhancement of the timing system
at KEK accelerator complex. The KEK accelerator complex consists of a 600 m long
injector LINAC, SuperKEKB main ring (MR) and two light source facilities (PF/PF-AR).
The SuperKEKB is an electron/positron collider which is upgraded from previous KEKB
project. The LINAC operates at 50 Hz and provides beams for 4 rings through the
method called pulse-to-pulse modulation (PPM).
Timing system takes an important part and controls the RF synchronization, bucket
selection and trigger delivery in the accelerator control system. RF synchronization is
necessary to inject the beam from LINAC into the ring. The relation between LINAC
RF frequency and ring RF frequency is discussed. Apart from the synchronization
between LINAC and ring, a positron damping ring (DR) is newly constructed to lower
the emittance. Thus, synchronization between DR and MR increases the complexity of
timing system. The fundamental frequency between Linac-MO and MR-MO is 10.385
MHz, which means 55 cycles of Linac-MO covers exactly 49 cycles of MR-MO. For laser
oscillation of the RF gun, a supply of 10.38 MHz, 114.24 MHz, and 2856 MHz are
required from the main drive system. The 11th harmonic (114.24 MHz) and 55th
harmonic frequency (571.2 MHz) of the common frequency (10.385 MHz) are used to
drive two subharmonic bunchers (SHBs). The 2856 MHz RF is used to drive the
accelerator structures. Both DR and MR use 508.89 MHz as the ring RF frequency.
The goal of a timing system is to provide precise trigger signal for hardware in a
scheduled sequence. The evolution of trigger delivery is introduced based on the
historic order. From various kinds of timing modules for different institutes to de-facto
standard event modules among accelerator facilities, the timing system becomes more
flexible and scalable. The basic block of event generator (EVG) and event receiver
(EVR) are discussed to understand how a timing system in modern accelerator works.
Both the event modules from MRF company and SINAP are used at SuperKEKB to
satisfy the demand. To construct a timing network, other modules, such as fan-out
module, reflective memory module and time-to-digital converter (TDC) module are also
desirable. The function and performance of these modules are introduced.
Another significant target for timing system is the bucket selection. At SuperKEKB

MR, the bunches should be equally distributed in the ring to maintain a stable
operation. The injection opportunity appears based on the common frequency between
LINAC and MR. The bucket selection cycle (BSC) is defined as the cycle during which
all the ring buckets can be selected. The BSC is derived from the multiplication of
harmonic number (230 and 5120 for DR and MR, respectively) and common frequency
(10.385 MHz). For SuperKEKB, the BSC for MR is 493 µs and BSC for DR as well as
MR becomes 11.34 ms (23*493 µs). There are several schemes to decide which RF bucket
should be injected. At SuperKEKB, ``BCE'' and ``star'' scheme are commonly utilized
to accommodate the physics run. After the RF bucket number is determined, the bucket
selection delay should be calculated and set at EVG. The delay calculation for the
selected RF bucket should base on the BSC.
In practice, the timing system has several constraints from hardware. At LINAC, the
requirements mainly originate from the klystron and DR injection magnets. The
klystron should be triggered at the same phase of 50 Hz AC power line (AC50) because
an experiment in KEKB era showed that the beam energy is related with the AC50
phase of klystron trigger. The trigger interval between two continuous pulses should
be larger than 18 ms because of charging time of klystron. Thus, only 2-ms the injection
window is used for injection and 4 of 23 MR BSC combinations can be realized. The DR
injection magnets need 100 ns to increase and decrease the magnetic field. Accordingly,
the injection to DR is prohibited during this 10-ns range and only 31 DR buckets can
be selected if 2-bunch and 2-pulse DR operation used. We choose to shift the RF phase
in downstream LINAC to solve the restriction. By shift the RF phase, the chance for
extraction from DR increases and all the LER RF buckets can be selected.
The detailed implementation of timing system at KEK LINAC is also discussed. The
reason of sequence shift and how sequence shift is achieved are thoroughly analyzed.
Another conceivable restriction between 8/9-pulse sequence shift and DR storage time
is described and a solution of 16/18-pulse sequence shift scheme is chosen to be the
basic structure of main timing station since 2018. By shifting the 16-pulse sequence
and 18-pulse sequence, the timing system can generate the trigger at the same phase
of AC50 every pulse. The algorithm of selection the sequence type, which is based on
the estimation of future AC50 arrival timing, is introduced.
All these restrictions raise the complexity of the timing system. Thus, it is difficult
to understand what was happening if timing system behaves abnormal. Moreover, a
timing system error occurred and was not noticed because of lack of diagnosis tool. To
locate the problem source and quickly handle error, several log systems for timing
system are newly constructed. Firstly, the event code log system is implemented by a
low-level driver program for EVR, and it works well during the elapsed two years. Then,

the AC50 log system is regarded as necessary after some brief analysis of timing system.
Finally, two basic failure modes are summarized to describe the timing system error.
The theoretical failure recurrence is done based on the timing log and the error source
is located.
Most of the timing system errors are caused by AC50 drift. Through the computer
simulation, the sequence shift algorithm is designed to handle AC50 frequency of
50±0.1 Hz. But sometimes the AC50 fluctuates in 50±0.2 Hz. The strong AC50 drift
breaks the sequence shift logic and generate abnormal trigger signal to hardware or
unexpected beam mode. Eventually, the LINAC operation stopped and causes the beam
abort at SuperKEKB MR.
Several solutions are proposed to solve this problem. The 8/9-pulse sequence shift
increases the tolerance of AC50 drift level because the compensation times for AC50
drift is increased. By means of RF phase shift of downstream LINAC, the 8/9-pulse
sequence length becomes possible. Another possibility is to remove the AC50
dependency of timing system. Several experiments are performed to testify the relation
between AC50 and beam energy. The results shows that the relation is small, and the
beam energy variation caused by different AC50 phase is acceptable for SuperKEKB
MR. However, the strong dependence between PF injection kicker and AC50 is observed
and AC50-independent operation for LINAC timing system restricted. Thus, the idea
of partially AC50-independent operation is proposed to perform normal operation
under small AC50 drift (50±0.1 Hz). The output for PF injection is inhibited when
strong AC50 drift happens. A CompactRIO based AC50 regulator module is developed
to perform the partial AC50 synchronization. The construction and test of the AC50
regulator module shows that this scheme is stable and reliable.
To improve the reliability of the timing system, the bucket selection source code
review, documentation for information sharing and are also performed. The failure
times of timing system are decreased, and this work contributes to the stable operation
of SuperKEKB project.

